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Words with Short Vowel o
Sound out these words.

hop dog lot fox
plop fog hot on
pop jog not
top log mom

High-Frequency Words
Read-Spell-Write these words.

(Pay special attention to the 
letters in red.)

do my to why
like of too you
little see we your

Hop, Pop, 
Plop!

by Wiley Blevins
illustrated by Kyle Beckett
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It is hot! 
I can hop in a pond.

I can NOT hop.
But I can swim.
See my big fin?
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Respect!
Hop.Hop.

Pop.Pop.
PLop!PLop!
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I have a little cub.
We sit on a log.
We like to hug.

I like to hug a lot, too. 
Can I hug you?
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OUCH!
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I am a mom.
I sit in a tree.
I sit on my little eggs.

I can sit in a tree, too.
Let me sit on top of your eggs.
Yes?
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Uh-oh!
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I am not a dog.
I am a fox.
And I do not jog
on a log
in the fog!
Why?

Are you a dog?
Can you jog 
on a log 
in the fog?
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Just asking.
Comprehension Checkpoint
1    Find the word that tells what the shark 

can not do.

2    Read the sentence that tells what the fox 
will not do on a log.

3     How does the bear feel about the hug? 
How do you know? 

4    Where can you find a bird’s eggs? What do 
you know about them?

Write, Write, Write About It
Write what the frog did. Why did he do this? 

Fun With Fluency
Read the story again. Write all the words that end 
with -op, -ot, and -og.

Practice Makes… Brain Power! 
Reread these words you already know to give 
your brain a boost. 

bug cub hop man sun
bus cup hut rug the
can fun in sit tub

Comprehension Checkpoint

Read
Together
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